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Home Cooking for Your Dog is the first holistic cookbook for dogs to include recipes for cooked

meals, treats, and the raw food diet&#151;a big trend in the pet industry. User-friendly, chop-licking

recipes like Fidoâ€™s Fishcakes, Potluck Polenta, and Peanut Butter and Coconut Cakes call for

healthy ingredients you can find in your local grocery store (or may already have at home) to create

balanced, nutritious meals for a healthier, happier dog. Headnotes provide nutrition information,

cooking tips, and anecdotes from the author about her own four dogs to help readers transition their

dogs to a homemade diet. Illustrated with a combination of irresistible color photographs of dogs

and humorous line art, the book is a must-have for dog owners everywhere. A portion of the

proceeds will support animal rescue.  Praise for Home Cooking for Your Dog:  &#147;For those who

have grown weary of mass-produced dog food, Home Cooking For Your Dog contains healthy

recipes and diet advice for dogs.â€• &#151;LA Timesâ€™ Jacket Copy blog Â  &#147;Get your

puppy the gift of a nutritious, home made meal.â€• &#151;Ladiesâ€™ Home Journal  &#147;Itâ€™s

chock full of all sorts of goodness your dog will gladly gobble down.â€• &#151;Modern Dog

magazine
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I had been wanting to make my dogs food for a while now, but recipes I found online scared me

away from it. They were all so complicated! I also read that if your homemade food doesn't have the

proper nutrition a dog needs then it can be one of the worst things you can feed your dog. Between



those two things I decided to stick with the kibble for a while. Then I stumbled on this cookbook.

Hallelujah!The beginning of the book is full of great information like foods that are good/bad for

dogs, how much to feed them, what supplements to put in the food to make sure you are meeting

their nutritional needs, etc. Then the book is divided into cooked recipes, raw recipes, and snacks

and the recipes are EASY. Some require some ingredients that you may not usually keep on hand

(like quinoa pasta or chicken liver), but making a list beforehand is helpful with that. Most are about

4-6 ingredients total I would say.Now, after cooking my dog REAL food, I can't imagine going back

to that disgusting kibble. Ew. Imagine eating hard, dry pellets everyday for your whole life and then

eating beef stew... Could you imagine how good that would taste?? I will never make my dog eat

that crap again.

I bought this book for my mother in law for Christmas. She recently ditched dog food and has been

cooking for her dog. I flipped through the book and was thoroughly impressed with the information

and the recipes. The recipes are all easy to follow with few ingredients and steps, it looks like the

author has really tried to make it simple to cook healthy and nutritious meals for your dog(s). I'll be

ordering a copy of this book for myself as well!

have made 3 recipes from this book and the dogs really love the treats. because dog treats have so

much garbage and chemicals in them i wanted a natural treat(s) for my dogs. since my dogs are

working dogs they need great natural food with as little or no chemicals or by-products in them.

everything we use for the recipes is organic. their coats are very shiny. no dry skin. they are in a

great mood. the dogs always want more of the treats. want holistic recipes and treats for your dog.

this is a great cookbook for them.

I purchased "Home Cooking- For Your Dog several months ago. I can't recommend this book highly

enough! I have several other books on the subject but this is by far my favorite of all. It is the most

informative, educational, practical and helpful book I have read on home made diets for your 4

legged companions. I love the removable bookmark food chart & serving size chart.

I bought this for my boyfriend for Christmas and he loves it!!!! We have a red fox labrador and we

feed her very well. Her food is very holistic ($90 a bag) and we mix green beans in the morning and

sweet potatoes for dinner with her food. We wanted to explore and see what we could make

differently for her. The recipes are great and it's a very good educational book on how to feed good



food to your dog.

Easy recipes and some good general info on a dogs diet. My only recommendation is more recipes

without the usual grains (rice, pasta, potatoes.) I bought this for my dad who recently moved abroad

and is having trouble finding a variety of dog food. This should work well for him. However, I couldn't

feed my dogs most of these recipes because they have a grain allergy and most of the recipes have

a grain that I avoid feeding them.

The recipes in this book are fantastic! As with all my reviews, I am provided samples of the product

in exchange for my honest opinion. With a house full of dogs, this recipe book provides everything

needed to cook healthy for your dogs at home! Highly recommended.

My dog was used to getting some fresh, cooked meat several times per week with her kibble, so I

wanted to take the leap to fully home cooked. The recipes are super simple, and I'm particularly

fond of the feeding guidelines that make it easy to throw together your own recipes using whatever

ingredients you have available.My dog used to avoid food or leave unfinished food. Now that she's

eating home cooked meals she eats every scrap in her bowl and is aways eager for her meals

(judging by her hovering around underfoot in the kitchen while I cook).
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